Thorpe Park, Leeds

Project Team

Client:
Main Contractor:
Architect:
M&E Consultant:
Scope of Works:

KNG Building Services
GMI Construction
The Harris Partnership
KNG Building Services
Detail design, supply, installation,
control, programming and
commissioning.

Introduction Over the past few years, Studiotech

have collaborated on numerous
projects alongside Wakefield based
architectural practice, The Harris
Partnership. The practice were
responsible for the design of the new
retail and leisure destination ‘The
Springs’ at Thorpe Park in Leeds.

Client brief

Their concept included a full feature
lighting scheme to the exterior of the
buildings and throughout the public
realm. After recently providing a full
turnkey lighting solution at their White
Rose leisure extension project, The
Harris Partnership were confident that
Studiotech were capable of delivering
their concept at Thorpe Park to the
highest of standards.
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Detailed
design

Studiotech took the proposals provided
by the architects and designed a
deliverable and achievable scheme
within budget. There were a number
of areas that Studiotech took
responsibility for, the most obvious and
eye-catching being the bespoke
catenary lighting suspended above the
public realm.

Specialist
solution

The catenary lighting required a
specialist solution which Studiotech
were more than capable of providing.
Each stainless steel catenary cable was
manufactured to an exact length and
was fixed to the buildings at positions
agreed with the structural engineer.
Studiotech then mounted over 170m of
RGBW strip luminaires enclosed within
a flexible PVC housing to the
suspended catenary system, resulting
in a unique and eye-catching display of
light and colour throughout the public
realm.

As well as the catenary lighting,
Studiotech also completed the detailed
design, supply and installation of
various other architectural lighting
features. This included dynamic colour
changing RGBW LED to the mirror
cladding, wall wash to the cinema
façade, linear under soffit ambient
lighting and living wall inground
uplighters.
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Result

Each element links with one another to
allow the entire solution to provide a
continuous flow of illumination
throughout the retail park, creating a
vibrant atmosphere for this award
winning retail and leisure destination
and its stakeholders.

Testimonial “Having collaborated with Studiotech
on many occasions in the past, we
were pleased to welcome the team on
board our Thorpe Park project. Again,
they have provided us with another
highly impressive installation.
Studiotech worked closely with us to
develop our lighting concept and took
it through to completion on time,
within budget and without diluting our
original aspirations. The expertise that
the Studiotech team have when it
comes to understanding how to realise
the concept is second to none. The
end result has exceeded our
expectations and we wouldn’t hesitate
to work with the Studiotech team on
future projects.”
Daniel Broadhead - Associate, The
Harris Partnership
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